FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

AngelTrax Introduces the HDX Hybrid™ DVR: Conventional Transformed to Hybrid
NEWTON, Ala. – July 25, 2016 – AngelTrax, a leading mobile video surveillance provider, is announcing
the release of its newest mobile DVR, the HDX Hybrid™: a compact four channel mobile DVR that
features AngelTrax’s patented Hybrid Component™ Technology to create an innovative, durable and
economical option for fleets of any size. With the flexibility of Hybrid Component Technology, upgrades
and maintenance are easy and convenient, keeping fleet surveillance operating smoothly while staying
updated with current technology.
At just over two inches tall, the HDX Hybrid can be
installed in virtually any vehicle, which makes it the
obvious choice for smaller vehicles with limited space
such as passenger vans or cargo trucks. The HDX
Hybrid is built to withstand any environment and ships
with 500GB of solid-state storage standard. The DVR’s
dedicated hard drive bay makes removing and swapping
solid-state drives quick and effortless.
“With so many fleets utilizing smaller vehicles for
different applications, we knew it was important to create
a four channel DVR with the capabilities of the HDX Hybrid. We’ve brought our Hybrid Component
Technology to a smaller package due to customer demand for this kind of performance in all of their
fleet vehicles, no matter the size,” explained AngelTrax President and CEO Richie Howard.
For more information about the HDX Hybrid™ and how it may benefit your fleet outfit, contact AngelTrax
toll-free at 1-800-673-1788 or online at www.angeltrax.com.
About AngelTrax:
AngelTrax is a leading designer, manufacturer and provider of in-vehicle mobile surveillance for the
student transit, mass transit, waste management, fleet, law enforcement and rail industries. AngelTrax
drives the market with state-of-the-art products, including patented Hybrid Component™ DVR and
Virtual Synchronized Mapping™ technologies. With top of the line high-definition cameras and
cutting-edge, real-time live view and tracking solutions, AngelTrax develops products for every mobile
surveillance need. For additional company information, call 1-800-673-1788 or visit www.angeltrax.com.
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